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Abstract

In this paper, I ask under what conditions national legislators will use mayors as

brokers in order to target voters. In order to be reliable brokers, mayors need to exhibit

two features. First, legislators need to be able to monitor them. Second, mayors need

to be able to reliably deliver votes for the legislator. However, brokers can easily renege

from their end of a clientelist arrangement. I present a model in order to predict the

conditions under which a rational legislator will use a mayor as a clientelist broker. I

use a signaling model where mayors use their own preexisting clientelist networks to

signal whether they have ambition to run for higher office in the future. Ambition is

an informative message because if a mayor hopes to run for higher level office, they

are more likely to invest in solidifying their local voter network as they expand their

sphere of influence. The national legislator will then decide whether or not to use the

mayor as a broker. I argue that legislators will determine how large of a club good to

provide based on their signal of the mayor’s ambition to maximize the likelihood the

mayor helps the legislator increase their vote share.
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1 Introduction

In democracies where politicians primarily use clientelist strategies to target citizens, politi-

cians rely on brokers, or middle-men, to help build stable clientelist networks. This is

particularly true for national politicians who need to target a large range of voters. In

traditional theories of clientelism, politicians decide to target voters using particular goods

such as money, material goods, or jobs. However, it is the brokers who are responsible for

the details of clientelist exchanges. Brokers decide who receives benefits and how benefits

are provided, and brokers monitor the voters who receive benefits. In democracies around

the world, this central relationship between a politician and their broker is tantamount in

determining the efficacy of clientelist exchanges.

Generally, studies of clientelism consider the party machine as the main driver of clien-

telism (Kitschelt & Wilkinson 2007, Stokes, Dunning, Nazareno & Brusco 2013). When

brokers and politicians are copartisans, the broker may deliver votes because of their loy-

alty to the party and its platform (Holland & Palmer-Rubin 2015, Mazzalay, Nazareno &

Cingolani 2017). However, in much of the developing world, there has been a decline in the

strength of political parties. In these contexts, many politicians need to rely on non-partisan

brokers since political parties lack the capacity to select and monitor partisan brokers. Inde-

pendent brokers may be more difficult to incentivize and sell their services to the politician

who offers them the most benefits (Camp 2017, Novaes 2018) Furthermore, in weak party

contexts citizens tend to have lower levels of partisanship that forces legislators and brokers

alike to work in a low-information environment. This simultaneously reduces the reliance

on parties and increases the necessity of identifying brokers who can, and will, deliver votes

(Dargent & Muñoz 2011, Novaes 2014, Holland & Palmer-Rubin 2015).

How, then, do politicians select brokers who are likely to deliver voters? While little is

known about why brokers cooperate in clientelist exchanges, we know that voters comply

for two main reasons: structural conditions, or the belief that they are being monitored and

that there will be repercussions if they do not fulfill their end of the clientelist bargain, and
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psychological norms of reciprocity, where citizens feel compelled to “repay” the politician

who helps them (Lawson & Greene 2014). In this paper, I extend this logic to brokers and

argue that independent brokers have similar motivations as non-partisan citizens. On the one

hand, structural conditions will disincentivize brokers from defecting from their agreements

with the politician. On the other hand, norms of reciprocity will encourage independent

brokers to stay loyal to the politicians that help them. I argue that independent brokers

will need to anticipate future interactions with the politician in order to believe that they

can be punished for defecting. Similarly, I argue that brokers will only be concerned about

norms of reciprocity when the ongoing rewards from repeated interactions with the politician

outweigh the short-term benefits of selling their services to the politician willing to provide

the largest benefit.

Finding reliable brokers is even more difficult when the broker has an incentive to claim

credit for the clientelist benefits they distribute. In this circumstance, the broker who fails

to deliver votes receives a benefit in addition to the goods they have extracted from a

national politician. For example, when national politicians select brokers who are local-level

politicians, the broker is also working to build linkages with voters. Thus, the risk of a

broker defecting and claiming credit for clientelist benefits is particularly salient. I argue

that when brokers are local-level politicians, they will only cooperate when the national-level

politician is able to promise a greater future benefit than the immediate pay-off they receive

from credit-claiming.

In order to analyze the relationship between national-level politicians and independent

brokers in weak party contexts, I conducted field research in Colombia. In Colombia, clien-

telism is a widely used strategy even though political parties have limited capacity to control

clientelist machines and most citizens do not identify with a political party. Based on my

field research, I use a formal signaling model to isolate the relationship between the legis-

lator and local-level politicians acting as independent brokers. I use the model to generate

expectations about how a legislator will provide benefits through a local broker in order to
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minimize their political risk. I focus explicitly on the case where the broker is a mayor in or-

der to model the broker’s benefit for credit-claiming. I find that mayors who have aspirations

for higher-level political office will attribute credit to legislators for larger clientelist benefits

than non-ambitious mayors. Furthermore, I find that non-ambitious mayors have incentives

to send a signal that they are ambitious in order to increase their access to resources from

national politicians.

My research contributes to our understanding of why independent brokers are loyal to

clientelist politicians. Given the high number of clientelist politicians that cannot rely on

party brokers, knowing when independent brokers are most likely to deliver votes helps

us understand both why national politicians provide the benefits they do and when these

benefits are likely to improve national politicians’ vote share. By focusing on the case where

the independent broker is a mayor, my research is also able to help explain when national

politicians are able to incentivize brokers who have particularly large incentives to defect

from clientelist agreements and claim credit for themselves.

2 Exchanging Club Goods: The Case of Colombia

Colombia is an excellent case for understanding legislator’s decision calculus when selecting

alternative brokers. In Colombia, the problem of weak party machines is two-fold. First,

after the 1991 Constitution, Colombia experienced party fragmentation leading to multiple

parties occupying the same ideological space. While reforms in 2003 helped tackle the prob-

lem of party switching,mayors, bureaucrats, and legislators agree that political parties have

exceptionally limited power. As one legislator explained, in Colombia “the party is merely a

name on a list.”1. The parties do not contribute to political campaigns, and thus have very

little control over how party members chose to use clientelist linkages. Second, in Colombia,

citizens are largely non-partisan. While many identify as supporters of specific candidates,

such as former president Álvaro Uribe, very few have clear partisan attachments. Thus, any

1Interview conducted November 2018
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broker is limited in their ability to use parties as an informational shortcut when determining

how to target citizens.

Despite this, legislators continue to use club goods as clientelist benefits in order to target

voters. Club goods, or excludable public goods, can take a variety of forms. They can include

diverse projects from a new road connecting an isolated community to the town center to a

new medical clinic serving a small village. No matter what form they take, club goods are

a way to use targeted benefits when it is not feasible to use more micro-level targeting.

In Colombia, the most common means to distribute club goods is through “cupos in-

dicativos”, also referred to as “jam”. This is a central feature to Colombian clientelism,

where many legislators, mayors, and bureaucrats refer to jam as the “grease in the wheels

of Colombian politics” 2. The process of receiving jam is direct: a legislator has a particu-

lar good that they’d like to provide to a municipality and the ability to secure those funds

through the necessary ministries. For example, a legislator can hope to build a soccer field

with their access to funds from the recreation department or a new wing on a hospital with

their access to funds from the health ministry. The legislator contacts a mayor who is central

to their network, usually a member of their department, and offers to invest in the project.

The mayor agrees and the money is transferred. Very rarely will a mayor decline a project

funded through jam. According to mayors interviewed, access to these funds is a crucial

form of investment. While many mayors decry the practice as corrupt, they argue that it’s

a necessary corruption that improves local conditions, improves relationships across levels of

government, and helps both actors politically. Newspapers and citizens alike complain that

jam needs to be reformed, but few deny its central position in Colombian politics as a means

for legislators to cultivate votes.

In interviews, no subjects explained how exactly legislators determine which mayors are

central to their network and are likely to receive jam. However, bureaucrats emphasized that

the mayors who receive jam are those who are able to maintain ongoing relationships with

2Interview conducted July 2018
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the legislators.3. Thus, I expect that mayors are more likely to receive jam when they have

shown that they expect to stay in the political-system long-term. In particular, I argue that

ambitious mayors who need to maintain voter networks and expand their reach are more

likely to be central to a legislators network.

Money transferred through jam does not appear in municipal or national budgets. In-

stead, it is included in “investments” that cannot be disaggregated from other forms of

domestic and international investment. Interview subjects all emphasized that jam invest-

ments are political, designed to support legislative elections, and are central to municipal

development. Without data to understand how jam is distributed, I use a formal model in

order to understand how strategic politicians are likely to interact when a legislator chooses

to use club goods in order to target citizens.

Since citizens elect mayors, citizen preferences are central to the selection of brokers

(Auerbach & Thachil 2018). However, selecting mayors who will translate the projects

funded with jam into votes is particularly important. Legislators have access to limited

funds through their relationships with ministers. In order to decide how to allocate these

funds to maximize their own potential returns, they need to make sure that voters know

who provides the goods. In federal states, citizens have trouble identifying which level of

government is responsible for different local projects (Roberts & Wibbels 1999). This is true

even when considering unitary states with extensive decentralization reforms.

In Colombia, health and education are funded by the national government, but mayors

implement the projects. I ran an original survey of over 2000 citizens in Colombia randomiz-

ing if they were asked about which political actors deserve credit for road maintenance, water

and sewage, schools, hospitals, parks, or electricity. When asked about whether the pres-

ident, congress, governors, department legislatures, mayors, or town councils fund specific

initiatives, only 14.63% correctly identified Congress as the level of government that funds

healthcare. Meanwhile, 16.46 % of respondents believed the mayor paid for this initiative.

3Interviews conducted in October 2018
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Similarly, of the group asked about education, 13.97% correctly identified the legislature as

responsible while 23.49% believed the mayors were responsible. Citizens have trouble assign-

ing credit when there is a clearly defined division of paying for and implementing projects.

When considering other categories, where the roles are less clearly defined, citizens are con-

sistently more likely to see the mayor as more responsible for financing local projects than

legislators.

Thus, if mayors do not attribute credit to legislators, citizens are unlikely to change their

vote because they received club goods. Legislators, therefore, need to provide projects that

maximize the likelihood they actually receive credit for the investment they make in the

municipality. Otherwise, their investment is unlikely to be acknowledged as a component of

voter targeting strategies.

3 A Signaling Model of Brokerage

In order to analyze when mayors will assign credit to legislators for club goods within a mu-

nicipality, I focus on a candidate-centered model of the interactions between elected officials

across levels of government. This model explicitly omits the presence of a political party

with its own interests since I am focused on weak party contexts. When political parties

are weak, the legislator is responsible for determining their own independent brokers and

cannot rely on a party to help select partisan brokers (Holland & Palmer-Rubin 2015). The

intuition of the model stems from each actors optimal preferences.

National legislators prefer to provide goods efficiently. That is, the national legislator

wants to provide goods to mayors with stable voter networks who will act in the legislators

interest. This strategy serves two purposes. First, searching for mayors who act as reliable

brokers helps minimize wasted costs because mayors can help make sure the funds benefit

the voters the national legislator needs and that the voters attribute credit to the legislator.

Second, this strategy helps the legislator target municipalities where they are more likely to
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receive credit from the mayors.

There are two types of mayors with two types of preferences. The first is the “ambitious”

mayor who aspires for higher office and benefits from building a personal network with

the national politician. This mayor prefers to improve their relationship with the national

legislator over their own local self interest. The ambitious mayor has long-term political

goals that can benefit from allies at higher levels of government. The second is the “not

ambitious” mayor. This mayor may hope to stay in local-level politics, and thus prioritizes

establishing loyalty from local entities rather than national politicians. As a result, they do

not have long-term incentives to prioritize their relationship with national politicians and

will prioritize their present payoff from local voters over the promise of future benefits from

national politicians.

I model the interactions between the national legislator and the mayor using a signaling

game. First, nature decides whether a mayor is the “ambitious” type of the “not ambitious”

type. This move determines the mayors preferences. Then, the mayor determines whether

to send a “clientelist” signal or a “not clientelist” signal. A clientelist signal indicates that

the mayor is using particularistic goods to target their local voters and maintain their con-

stituency. Conversely, a “not-clientelist” signal occurs in the absence of clientelism and

suggests that the mayor is targeting citizens using their ideas for the municipality or per-

sonal charisma. The national legislator, who prefers to target stable constituencies, observes

the clientelist signal that may indicate the mayor’s commitment to more long-term political

goals. After observing the signal, the national legislator determines what size development

project to grant the mayor ranging from 0, no funds, to 1, the most funds possible. Finally, a

mayor determines whether to “attribute credit”, or give credit to the national politician for

the money funding the project, or “claim credit” and assert their responsibility in providing

the fund. The extensive form of the game can be seen in Figure 1.

The national legislators utilities are a function of whether or not they receive credit and

the size of the club good they provided. If a national legislator does not provide a club good,
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Figure 1: Signaling Game

his utility is simply 0. However, if a legislator provides a club good, he receives 1 + k(σ− 1)

where k is the size of the club good k ∈ (0, 1] and σ > 0 is a benefit for receiving credit. In

this model, there is a positive benefit of receiving credit greater than the cost of providing

the club good. However, if the legislator does not receive credit, his payoff is −k, the cost

he paid in order to provide a club good.

If a mayor does not receive funds, their utility is 0. The mayors utility functions are a

function of their expressive benefit of credit claiming for their citizens σ, and the potential

for future funds δ. For the mayor who sends a clientelist signal, they also pay a cost, c, of

sending a clientelist signal. Both σ and δ are functions of the club good received. Like the

legislator, for the mayor σ is a multiplicative benefit of receiving credit. δ represents the

discount rate on the club good they’ve already received and reflects the future pot of club

goods available. If a mayor has a lower value of δ, therefore, there is a larger potential for

future funds. The potential future reflects both the economic limits of the future and the
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reputation a mayor has cultivated with a legislator.

When the ambitious mayor claims credit, she receives a benefit of credit claiming, but

she looses a reputation benefit with the national legislator and the potential for future funds.

Thus, her utility can be expressed as (σ + δ)k − 1. Conversely, when an ambitious mayor

attributes credit, she receives a reputation benefit with the national government and the

potential for future funds 1− δk. When a not-ambitious mayor attributes or claims credit,

her utilities are identical except that she does not receive a positive or negative utility for a

reputation with the national government. Thus, when attributing credit she receives 1 − k

and when claiming credit she receives (σ + 1)k − 1. The cost of sending a clientelist signal

is simply c.

3.1 Best Responses

3.1.1 Stage 3: Credit Attribution

In the final stage of the game, the mayor decides whether to attribute credit of claim credit.

The mayor will attribute credit only where the utility from attributing credit is greater than

the utility from claiming credit for themselves. For the ambitious mayor, this occurs when

k ≤ 2
σ+2δ

. An ambitious mayor will attribute credit whenever the contract is smaller than

two divided by the sum of the benefit of claiming and twice the reputational benefit discount

rate. The not ambitious mayor will attribute credit when k ≤ 2
σ+2

. This means that it is

harder for a non-ambitious mayor to attribute credit. When k > 2
σ+2δ

, neither the ambitious

nor the not-ambitious mayors will attribute credit while when k < 2
σ+2

both types of mayors

will attribute credit. The most interesting region, therefore, is when the ambitious mayor

attributes credit while the not-ambitious claims credit, 2
σ+2
≤ k ≤ 2

σ+2δ
4.

4Full proofs can be found in the appendix
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3.1.2 Stage 2: Determining the Size of Goods

The national legislator wants to give the largest good they can receive credit for. Thus, if

the legislator knows that they are coordinating with an ambitious mayor, they will provide

a good of size 2
σ+2δ

and if they know they are coordinating with a not-ambitious mayor, they

will provide a good of size 2
σ+2

. When the legislator does now know who they are providing

a good to, they will provide a good of size 2
σ+2

.

Stage 1: Sending the Ambitious Signal

If the mayor will receive a club good regardless of sending a signal, than the mayor will

always prefer not to send the clientelist signal to maximize their own returns and avoid

paying the cost, c.

4 Equilibria

4.1 Neither Mayor Attributes Credit

First, I consider the condition where neither mayor attributes credit. This occurs when

k > 2
σ+2

. In this condition, a legislator will never provide a good to avoid a negative utility,

and the mayor will never send a clientelist signal. A pooling equilibrium occurs where no

mayor sends the clientelist signal and no legislator provides goods.

4.2 Both Mayors Attribute Credit

Next, I consider the condition where both mayor types attribute credit, when k ≤ 2
σ+2δ

. In

this condition, the legislator will always provide a good of size 2
σ+2δ

. Since the mayor will

always receive a good, they will never send a clientelist signal because they can still receive

the payoff. In this condition, mayors are always reliable brokers.
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4.3 The Ambitious Mayor Attributes Credit and the Not-Ambitious

Mayor Claims Credit

The interesting dynamics occur when the two mayor types behave differently, when 2
σ+2
≤

k ≤ 2
σ+2δ

. In this condition, suppose the legislator always provides 2
σ+2δ

, their rational

response to a belief that a legislator is ambitious. Here, a legislator will provide a benefit

when they observe a clientelist signal and no benefit otherwise.

4.3.1 Separating Equilibrium

In the separating equilibrium, suppose that the legislators belief, µc, that the clientelist

signal indicates an ambitious mayor=1 and the belief, µ that the absence of a clientelist

signal indicates that the mayor is not ambitious.

If the legislator observes the clientelist signal, they will provide a good of size 2
σ+2δ

. If

they do not observe the signal, they will not provide a good. The ambitious mayor will only

deviate if the cost of clientelism is sufficiently high to outweigh the benefit they receive. This

occurs when c > σ
σ+2δ

.

The not ambitious mayor will deviate unless the cost of clientelism is sufficiently large:

c > 2(1−δ)+σ
σ+2δ

. If the ambitious mayor sends the clientelist signal, the cost of clientelism is

sufficiently low that the not-ambitious mayor will always deviate in order to receive the club

good benefit. Thus, there is no separating equilibrium.

4.3.2 Pooling Equilibrium

The pooling equilibrium where both mayors send a clientelist signal but only the ambitious

mayor attributes credit occurs when the not ambitious mayor has an incentive to send a

signal they could be a reliable broker in order to receive club goods. In this context, the

signal provides no additional information about what type of mayor the legislator is working

with and the legislator can have any belief when the mayor does not send a clientelist signal.

In this context, the legislator will provide a benefit when the probability that the mayor
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is ambitious is greater than 2
3σ+2δ

. Intuitively, this means that the probability the mayor is

ambitious must be larger than two divided by three times the benefit of credit plus twice the

reputational benefit. Neither the ambitious nor the not ambitious mayor have an incentive

to defect as long as the cost of clientelism is less than 1− 2δ
σ+2δ

. In this pooling equilibrium,

the cost of sending a clientelist signal is sufficiently low that paying to send the signal leaves

both mayor types better off and the legislator is dealing with ambitious types with a high

enough probability that credit-claiming from the non-ambitious mayors does not deter them

from granting the contracts.

5 Conclusion

These equilibrium provide several key insights. First, it shows that the cost of clientelism is

particularly important for determining when mayors will send a clientelist signal. Both mayor

types will only choose to send a clientelist signal when the cost of clientelism is sufficiently

low. Notably, the non-ambitious type is willing to pay a higher clientelist cost than the

ambitious mayor for the benefit of receiving a benefit. This may help explain why mayors

chose to use clientelist benefits, even when they may have incentives not to send the signal.

For example, in Colombia, mayors cannot serve two consecutive terms, so if a non-ambitious

mayor sends a clientelist signal, they cannot run for reelection without waiting an entire

term. However, mayors still chose to use clientelist linkages throughout their mayoral term.

The low cost of clientelism necessary for not-ambitious mayors to chose to send clientelist

signals may help explain why clientelism still pays off.

Second, these models show the importance of contract size in determining when a legis-

lator will provide club goods to a mayor who may not be a reliable broker. The potential

for future transactions, which determines the parameter δ whereby ambitious mayors have

a larger potential future, and the benefit of credit claiming are both crucial to determining

how important it is that the legislator view the mayor as a reliable broker. In the condition
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where the two mayors behave differently, contracts cannot be used to establish a separating

equilibrium, exacerbating the challenges of finding reliable brokers. However, a legislator can

still benefit if enough mayors are likely to be ambitious. Providing contracts is a consistently

risky strategy, and while the rational legislator wants to provide the largest good possible,

there are likely different belief structures where they will provide smaller goods to mayors

who send clientelist signals in order to continue using club good benefits.

This model provides important insights for the difficulties in eliminating local-level clien-

telism. When legislators chose to use club-goods as clientelist benefits, the competition in

order to receive these benefits encourages mayors to use clientelist linkages in order to as-

sume the role of broker. When both mayors and legislators both have incentives to cultivate

strong voter networks, the challenge of choosing the right mayor as a broker is never straight-

forward. Instead, legislators have to chose what benefits to provide in a way that minimizes

their risk of providing benefits without a future payoff.
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6 Appendix: Full Model Solution

6.1 Determining Optimal Club Good Size

The first step of solving the model is the bargain between the mayor and the national-level

politician. The utility of the national politician for providing a club good is 1 + k(σ − 1) if

they receive credit and −k if they do not receive credit. Since σ > 1, the national politician

wants to give the largest contract possible and still receive credit.

For the ambitious mayor, the expected utility of attributing credit is 1 − δk and for

claiming credit is (σ + δ)k − 1. The ambitious mayor attributes credit when 1 − δk ≥

(σ + δ)k − 1. This occurs when k ≤ 2
σ+2δ

.

For the not ambitious mayor, the expected utility of attributing credit is 1− k while the

expected utility of claiming credit is (σ+1)k−1. The not-ambitious mayor attributes credit

when k ≤ 2
σ+2

.

Since the legislator wants to receive credit for the largest possible club good, they will

provide the ambitious mayor with k = 2
σ+2δ

and the not ambitious mayor with k = 2
σ+2

if

they can distinguish the mayors.

6.2 Pooling Equilibrium

In order to test for a pooling equilibrium, we define the belief that the mayor sending the

clientelist signal is the ambitious type, µc as p and the belief that the mayor not sending a

clientelist signal is ambitious is simply µ. In this equilibrium, all mayors send a clientelist

signal, but only the ambitious mayors attribute credit. I consider the condition where the

legislator offers 2
σ+2
≤ k ≤ 2

σ+2δ
. Specifically, I consider the condition where the legislator

offers 2
σ+2δ

, the largest possible club good where only ambitious mayors attribute credit.

Given a club good of size k = 2
σ+2δ

, the ambitious mayor receives 1−δk−c for attributing

credit while the not ambitious mayor receives (σ+ 1)k− 1− c for claiming credit. Given the

size of the club good, k, neither mayor has an incentive to deviate.
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For the national politician, they receive 0 if they do not provide a club good. The expected

utility of providing a club good can be expressed as: EUgrant = p[1 +k(σ−1)] + (1−p)(−k).

The national politician will not deviate from providing a grant of size k if p > k
1+kσ

. This

occurs when p > 2
3σ+2δ

.

In order to confirm that beliefs are consistent, I consider when the mayor will defect to

avoid paying the clientelist signal. If µ ≥ 2
3σ+2δ

, the legislator believes they’ll receive credit

and provides a good. Thus, a mayor will defect to avoid paying the cost of clientelism and

still receive a good. However, if µ < 2
3σ+2δ

, the mayor will not defect since they will not

receive a club good and have an expected utility of 0.

The Pure Bayesian Equilibrium occurs where the national politician provides a good of

size k = 2
σ+2δ

, the ambitious mayor attributes credit, the not ambitious mayor claims credit,

and µc ≥ 2
3σ+2δ

.
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